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 MC inegration and event generation is based on 
John von Neumann selection-rejection procedure
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=rnd1, u

2
=rnd2

x=  x
min
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min

-x
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) u
1

     f*= fmax * u
2

check whether or not f(x) > f* 
 If this holds, accept x as a realization of f(x)
 if not, reject the value of x and repeat the sampling step

as a results, the x will be generated according to a f(x),
     N

accepted
/N

total
* (x_min-xmax)* f

max
 = square
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format of the event_nn.txt files

the idea is to generate events for production and decay 
process and connect them together into LHE file 

Events generation with CalcHEP
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Events generation with CalcHEP

Dirs are accessible at
http://www.hep.phys.soton.ac.uk/~belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/
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bin/event_mixer nevents event_dirs
mixes subprocesses and connects scattering and decay events

the output is event_mixer.lhe file

Events generation with CalcHEP
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one of the options is to convert LHE file into ntuple and use 
PAW/Root packages to perform event analysis at the parton level
bin/nt_maker event_mixer.lhe → produces event_mixer_1.nt
cd paw ; pawX11  ; exe dubna.kumac

What do we do with LHE file?

energy resolution effect
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calchep_batch batch_file

CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot

batch_file
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot

file:///home/belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/calc_work_2.5.4/html/index.html
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot

file:///home/belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/calc_work_2.5.4/html/index.html
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot

file:///home/belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/calc_work_2.5.4/html/index.html
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot

file:///home/belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/calc_work_2.5.4/html/index.html
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CalcHEP batch interface: 
results from CalcHEP in one shot

file:///home/belyaev/proj/intro_to_hep_tools/calc_work_2.5.4/html/index.html
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Applications:   B-L extension of SM

Extra U(1)' : Z', heavy long leaving neutrino

(in collaboration with S. Moretti, L. Basso, C. Shepherd) 
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Applications: W'  3-lepton signatures from 3-site Higgsless model

CMS:   W'  3-lepton signatures from 3-site Higgsless model  
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Applications: Dark matter relic density – IsaRed and MicorMegas
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Applications: Dark matter relic density – IsaRed and MicorMegas
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CalcHEP
CompHEP
MadGraph

MC generatorsLanHEP
FeynRules

Lagrangian

We have powerful tools in one chain! 

What is the most time consuming link?
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What is the most time consuming link?

?

We have powerful tools in one chain! 

CalcHEP
CompHEP
MadGraph

MC generatorsLanHEP
FeynRules

Lagrangian
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automatic witdh calculation (“on the fly”) 

polarized beams: 

ppin 3/2 and spin 2 massive particles are available in CalcHEP now

2d distributions

PAW and Gnuplot for plots

dynamical linking!
batch interface

CalcHEP 2.5:recap of important new features 
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CalcHEP 2.5: examples of 2d plots 
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Future plans

Including finite width into production-decay connection

   (done!)

Including polarization effects into  production-decay chain

kinematical cuts generalization  (done!)

QCD scale definition  (leading diagram) 

polarization for massive particles
database of the models
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Final remarks

Advantages of CalcHEP – 

    easy model implementation, convenient interface, batch mode. 

    Ready to be used by wide range of HEP community: 

    from model builders to experimentalists!

Read manuals – they have many more details  

Automation tools are powerful but should not be blindly 

trusted!
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